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The present invention relates to new and useful 
improvements in skimmers for easily and quickly 
skimming grease from the surface of soup and 
other liquid foods. 7 ‘ 

An important object of the invention is to 
provide a two-part grease collecting chamber in 
which grease is collected by forcing the lower 
most part downwardly in a vessel containing the 
liquid and constructing the bottom of said lower 
part in the form of an inverted funnel through 
which the grease is forced into the chamber in a 
fountain action. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide means for locking the parts of the chamber 
to each other for convenient removal for clean 
ing purposes. 
A still further object is to provide a two-part 

grease collecting chamber into which grease en 
ters through the lower part and providing the 
upper part with a pouring spout constructed to 
pour the grease from the chamber by inverting 
the position thereof after removal from the vessel 
from which the grease is collected. 
Another ‘object is to provide a drip collecting 

trough or channel at the connected edges of the 
two parts of the chamber and in which grease 
dripping from the lower edges of the device is 
collected during the inverting action. 
A still further object is to provide a central 

window opening for the chamber by means of 
which the grease collecting or skimming action 
may be observed to avoid waste in removing part 
of the liouid food with the grease. 
A still further object is to provide a novel han 

dle construction for inverting the skimmer cham 
ber into its pouring position. 
A still further obiect is to provide a device of 

this character of simple and practical construc 
tion. which is neat and attractive in appearance, 
efficient and reliable in operation, relatively in 
expensive to manufacture and otherwise well 
adapted for the purposes for which the same is‘ 
intended. 
Other objects and advantages reside in the de 

tails of construction and operation as more fully 
hereinafter described and claimed, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings form 
ing part hereof, wherein like numerals refer to 
like parts throughout, and in which: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view showing the two~ 

part chamber in skimming position. 
Figure 2 is a similar view showing the device 

inverted in pouring position. 
Figure 3 is an enlarged vertical sectional view 

taken on a line 3-3 of Figure 1. 
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Figure 4 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional ‘ 

view of the handle. . 
Figure 5 is a transverse sectional view taken 

on a line 5—5 of Figure 4. _ 
Figure 6 is an enlarged fragmentary group per 

spective view of the locking lug connecting the 
two parts of the chamber to each other, and 
Figure '7 is an enlarged fragmentary perspec 

tive view of the pouring spout. 
Referring now to the drawings in detail where 

in for the purpose of illustration I have disclosed 
a preferred embodiment of the invention, the 
numeral 5 designates generally the two-part 
grease collecting chamber ‘comprising a lower 
grease collecting part or section 6 and an upper 
pouring part or‘section ‘I forming a grease col 
lecting chamber.‘ ‘ 

The parts 6 and 1 are of annular construction 
and the bottom 8 of lower part 6 is of inverted 
funnel or conical shape with an upstandingtube 
9 at its center. The lower edge of bottom 8 is 
suitably ‘secured within lower section 6 above the 
lower edge thereof to provide‘a ?ange I0 pro 
iecting downwardly below the bottom. ‘ 
The side wall of upper section 1 is formed with 

an annular shoulder II which rests on the upper 
edge of lower section 6 with a gasket I 2 there 
between and the lower edge of upper section 1 
telescopes over the upper edge of lower section 6 
and is spaced outwardly therefrom to form an 
annular drip trough or channel [3. , 
Locking lugs [4 are suitably secured in chan 

nel l3 and locking lugs l5 are suitably secured to 
the outer upper portion of lower section 6 and 
are formed with sloping confronting edges for 
locking engagement with each other by a partial 
rotary movement of one section relative to the 
other. - 

An inverted pouring spout I6 is formed out 
wardly at one side of upper section ‘I with onen 
ings I‘! in the side wall of the upper section lead 
ing to the spout. The shoulder I l is also formed 
with a drain opening I8 in the drain channel l3 
also leading to the spout. 
The top I 9 of upper section 1 is of frusto-conical 

construction sloping toward its center and formed 
at its central portion with a window opening 20 
in which a transparent disk or window 2| is re 
movably positioned. 
A handle includes a rod or core 22 having an 

angular inner end 23 suitably secured in an up 
standing position to the outer surface of upper 
section 1' and with the free end 24 of rod or core 
22 projecting substantially horizontally outwardly 
therefrom. An outer hand grip 25 of square 



3 
shape in cross section is suitably ?xed to the outer 
end 24 of rod or core 22 and an inner hand grip 
26 is rotatably mounted on rod or core 22 inwardly 
of hand grip 25. 
In the operation of the device, the top and 

bottom chamber sections 6 and ‘I are locked to— 
gether by the lugs l4 and I5 and the assembled 
sections, with bottom section 6 lowermost, are 
placed in a cooking vessel 21 to force the section 
6 downwardly- into the liquid inthe vessel. ' Grease 
carried-on‘ the surface‘of the liquid will ‘be forced 
upwardly through tube 9 in a fountain actionto 
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enter the chamber formed of sections 6 and "L ‘ 
and is collected therein. The action of the grease 
entering the chamber is observed through win 
dow 2| and when the grease has been sufficiently 
removed from the liquid in vessel r2lithe device 
is removed from the vessel and hand grip 25 
turned while hand grip 26 is held stationary e-to' 
invert the device. The grease may then be poured 
from spout l6. s p . 

Any grease dripping from theiedge ofthe-device 
, ,asrit is inverted willbe. caughtin dri-pchannel i3 
and conveyed to the spout. , _ r, , 

,p-Having described the invention, what is claimed 
.as; new is: - r 

_l.‘ A grease skimmer comprising “two-part 
chamber adaptedfnr placing in a covering‘ posi 
tion on a cookingrivesselandineluding a top sec“ 
.tion and a bottom section, (means ~lockri-ngrthe 
‘sections toeach ‘other, * an inverted ‘funnel-shaped 
,.,bottom=;in-_the bottom section-into Whiclr grease 

~ the ‘1 surface rof liquidvl-i-n the - cooking‘yessel 

enters bvaifountai-n action when the‘, chamber; 
‘forced downwardlyiinto the liquid, and a . P011311 5 31‘ 
vspout for-the ‘top: section. 1 V 

2. A grease skimmer comprising-a two-:part 
chamber adapted for-placing in- a covering ‘posi 
tion on a cooking vessel and including a-top 
section-and a» bottom. section,’imeanstlockingvthe ‘ 
,sections to each other, an inverted funnel- shaped 
,bottom in the‘ bottom section intoiwhichi grease 
.on the surface of liquidinthe ‘cooking vessel 
enters by a‘ fountain actionwhenthe chamber 
is’ forced downwardly into (the 'liquid, and an 3. 
‘inverted; spout ‘ for: the > top section turned" into 
pouring position by-an *invertingg-movement-r-of 
‘the chamber. ’ > - 

3. Argreasev skimmencompr-isi-ng ‘a two-part 
.chamber adapted for-placing in acovering posi 

. tion on a cooking-vesseland-including'a-top 

section and a bottom-section, meansrlocking'the 
sections to each other, aninverted funnel shaped 
bottom in vthe , bottom , section > into which grease 
._on the surface -,of- ,»1iquid-,inmthe acooking~<vessel 
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enters by a fountain action when the chamber 
is forced downwardly into the 1iquid,;a window 
in the top of the chamber to observe thé'fountain 
action, and a pouring spout for the top section. 

4. A grease skimmer comprising a two-part 
chamber adapted for placingr-i'nca covering posi 
tion on a cooking vessel and including a top 
section and a bottom section, means lockingythe 
sections to each other, an inverted funnel shaped 
bottom in the bottom section into which grease 
on the surface of liquid in the cooking vessel 
enters by a fountain action when the chamber 

‘is forced downwardly into the liquid, an inverted 
~<p0uring spout for the top section turned into ‘ 
pouring position by an inverting movement of 

‘ the chamber; and an external inverted drip chan 
_nel.,on the top section having a drain opening 

' leading to the spout. 
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5. A grease skimmer comprising ,a two-y-part 
chamber adapted for placing in a covering posi 
tion on a cookingvessel and includingga‘top 
section and a‘ bottom.»:section, meansrilocking-jthe 
sections to ‘each other, an inverted-funnel shaped 
bottom in the bottom section into which grease 
on the surface ofliquid invthewcooking vessel 
enters-by a fountain action whenthe; chamber 
is forced downwardly; into’ the liquid, aha-inverted 
pouring’spout for the top section turnedqinto-a 
pouring positionxby can inverting“movementaof ' 
the chamber, anda handle fortheichamberiland 
comprising a ?xed. hand~¢_gri~p,= and :a. rotatable 
hand grip, one hand grip holdingethe chamber 
in an elevatedposition-whiletheother; hand grip 
inverts thechamber. ' p , ~ ~ 
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